ABSTRACT: The electronic structure of the low-dimensional 4d 5 oxides Sr 2 RhO 4 and Ca 3 CoRhO 6 is herein investigated by embedded-cluster quantum chemistry calculations. A negative tetragonal-like t 2g splitting is computed in Sr 2 RhO 4 and a negative trigonal-like splitting is predicted for Ca 3 CoRhO 6 , in spite of having positive tetragonal distortions in the former material and cubic oxygen octahedra in the latter. Our findings bring to the foreground the role of longerrange crystalline anisotropy in generating noncubic potentials that compete with local distortions of the ligand cage, an issue not addressed in standard textbooks on crystal-field theory. We also show that sizable t 2g 5 −t 2g 4 e g 1 couplings via spin− orbit interactions produce in Sr 2 RhO 4 ⟨ ⟩ = ⟨∑ · ⟩ l s i i i ground-state expectation values significantly larger than 1, quite similar to theoretical and experimental data for 5d 5 spin−orbit-driven oxides such as Sr 2 IrO 4 . On the other hand, in Ca 3 CoRhO 6 , the ⟨ ⟩ values are lower because of larger t 2g −e g splittings. Future X-ray magnetic circular dichroism experiments on these 4d oxides will constitute a direct test for the ⟨ ⟩ values that we predict here, the importance of many-body t 2g −e g couplings mediated by spin−orbit interactions, and the role of low-symmetry fields associated with the extended surroundings.
■ INTRODUCTION
One of the most difficult problems in electronic structure theory is the correct description of correlated d and f electrons in solid-state compounds. Although density functional theory (DFT) provides results in reasonably good agreement with the experiment for weakly and moderately correlated electron systems, there are many materials, in particular, d-and felectron oxides, whose electronic structures cannot be properly treated within the canonical DFT framework. Extensions of DFT by dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) led to DFT +DMFT schemes and allowed one to overcome some of the intrinsic limitations of DFT. 1, 2 Yet the accuracy and predictive power of the DFT+DMFT calculations is to some extent restricted by the use of parametrizations such as the on-site Coulomb repulsion U. It is therefore desirable to explore complementary techniques, e.g., wave-function-based quantum chemistry methods. While early attempts and the first encouraging results go back as early as the 1970s, with the work of Wachters, Bagus, and others, 3, 4 the tremendous progress in computer technology nowadays makes possible many-body quantum chemistry calculations on larger and larger embedded clusters with remarkably good results for quantities such as the d-level splittings and intersite spin interactions; see, e.g., refs 5−34.
Most of the investigations have been focused on 3d transition-metal compounds 3−24 and very recently, because of novel physics arising from strong spin−orbit coupling (SOC), on 5d oxides. 25−29 The 4d materials, on the other hand, received little attention in this context. Here we investigate with the help of ab initio quantum chemistry methods the electronic structure of Sr 2 RhO 4 . This system is nearly isostructural with the layered 3d cuprate La 2 CuO 4 , one of the parent compounds of the high-T c copper oxide superconductors, 35 the 4d p-wave superconductor Sr 2 RuO 4 , 36, 37 and the 5d material Sr 2 IrO 4 , displaying a spin−orbit-driven Mott insulating state. 38, 39 The electronic structure of Sr 2 RhO 4 was earlier addressed by both angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy 40 and DFT calculations within the local-density approximation. 41, 42 The particular form of the Fermi surface, with no sheet of xy symmetry, 40 came as a surprise for a system with positive tetragonal distortion of the O cage around the active d-metal site (see Figure 1) . It was later explained that this is the outcome of the interplay of xy and x 2 − y 2 band mixing due to rotations of the RhO 6 octahedra, SOC, and sizable Coulomb interactions. 41, 42 We study in more detail the d-level electronic structure and find that even the on-site energy of the Rh xy orbital is lower than the energies of the xz and yz orbitals, despite the apical elongation of the RhO 6 octahedra, which according to basic ligand-field theory should push the xy level higher in energy; 43 see Figure 2 . This unexpected order of the Rh t 2g levels is the outcome of low-symmetry potentials related to the anisotropic layered structure of the extended surroundings and represents one ingredient that, in addition to the band effects discussed in refs 40−42 There are 10 alkaline-earth neighboring ions in the twodimensional square-lattice system compounds Sr 2 RhO 4 , Sr 2 IrO 4 , and Ba 2 IrO 4 (see Figure 1 ) and 12 in the quasi-onedimensional, chainlike compound Ca 3 CoRhO 6 (see Figure 3) . In each case, those Sr, Ba, or Ca species were modeled by divalent total-ion effective potentials supplemented with a single s basis function. 56 Lattice parameters as reported by Vogt and Buttrey, 47 Niitaka et al., 48 Crawford et al., 49 and Okabe et al. 50 were used for Sr 2 RhO 4 , Ca 3 CoRhO 6 , Sr 2 IrO 4 , and Ba 2 IrO 4 , respectively.
All computations were performed with the MOLPRO quantum chemistry software. 57 In the CASSCF calculations, only the 4d (or 5d) t 2g orbitals at the central Rh (or Ir) site and five electrons were included in the active space. The selfconsistent-field optimization was carried out for the split 2 T 2g (t 2g 5 ) states. 79 All O 2p and metal t 2g electrons at the central octahedron were correlated in the MRCI calculations.
The spin−orbit treatment is implemented in the MOLPRO package as described in ref 58 . In a first step, the scalar relativistic Hamiltonian is used to calculate correlated wave functions for the ground and a few low-lying excited states, either at the CASSCF or MRCI level. In a second step, the spin−orbit part is added to the Hamiltonian, matrix elements of the aforementioned states are evaluated for this Hamiltonian, and the resulting matrix is finally diagonalized to yield the spin−orbit-coupled states.
For Sr 2 RhO 4 , we analyzed in detail the sensitivity of the computed t 2g splittings to the way the d-metal NNs and the extended surroundings are represented. Crystalline embeddings constructed on the basis of prior Hartree−Fock calculations for the periodic lattice and the use of open-shell configurations for the NN sites were found to yield essentially the same t 2g splittings, in the range of 50 meV (see the Supporting Information).
■ RESULTS Sr 2 RhO 4 . Results for the Rh t 2g splittings in Sr 2 RhO 4 are shown in Table 1 . Surprisingly, we find that the xy t 2g sublevel is the lowest in energy, although the apical bond lengths are much larger than the in-plane Rh−O distances (2.06 vs 1.96 Å; see ref 47) . Thus, the hole in the Rh t 2g shell has xz/yz character, in contrast to simple considerations from basic ligand-field theory for transition-metal complexes. 43 At the MRCI level, the splitting between the xy and xz/yz states is found to be 70 meV (see Table 1 ), a meaningful number compared to the 100−200 meV energy difference between the upper edges of the xy and xz/yz bands in the periodic DFT calculations. 40, 41 The nature of the actual GS is somewhat more complex, however, because of SOCs that are important for 4d electrons. With SOC included, the spectrum of Rh t 2g 5 electronic states is a sequence of three Kramers doublets (KDs). 39, 59, 60 The relative energies of the MRCI Rh t 2g 5 spin−orbit KDs are 0, 0.20, and 0.25 eV. In cubic symmetry, the higher states would be degenerate and define the j eff = 3 / 2 spin−orbit quartet while the GS corresponds to the j eff = 1 / 2 doublet. 39, 60 The j eff = 1 / 2 to 3 / 2 excitation energy is directly related in cubic symmetry to the strength of the SOC ζ, ΔE 1/2→3/2 = 3ζ/2. 60, 61 Sizable SOCs were shown to give rise to peculiar signatures in XAS. In particular, the ratio BR = I L 3 /I L 2 between the integrated intensities at the L 3 and L 2 2p absorption edges, I L 3 and I L 2 , is directly related to the GS expectation value of the angular part of the spin−orbit operator: BR = (2 + r)/(1 − r),
and s i are one-electron angular momentum and spin operators, and n h is the number of holes in the valence shell.
62−64 For a given LS term, 43 ,59
is here the spin−orbit Hamiltonian, while λ = ± ζ/2S and ζ are SOC parameters for a particular d n electron configuration. For less than half-filled shells, λ is positive (λ = ζ/2S). It is negative (λ = −ζ/2S) for more than half-filling. 43, 60 Further, for one hole in the t 2g shell, ⟨L·S⟩ = −⟨l eff ·S⟩ = −1/ In the presence of off-diagonal SOCs, ⟨ ⟩ is most conveniently expressed as 63, 64 
where E LS 0 is the energy of the lowest d n state without spin− orbit treatment and E LSJ 0 is the GS eigenvalue with spin−orbit interactions accounted for. Spin−orbit matrix elements have been tabulated for the octahedral d 5 72 we avoid in this way all complications associated with the lower point-group symmetry in Sr 2 RhO 4 . The outcome of the calculations on the idealized cubic perovskite structure is a SOC ζ = 0.147 eV; see the Supporting Information.
If the active orbital space in the CASSCF calculation is restricted to the three Rh t 2g orbitals, ⟨ ⟩ is indeed approximately 1, in fact somewhat lower than 1 because of the splitting of the t 2g levels; see the first line in Table 2 ) components. The orbitals were optimized for an average of all of these terms. 81 The results from such spin−orbit calculations are listed on the second line in Table 2 . The doublet, quartet, and sextet states that enter the spin−orbit treatment are labeled as D, Q, and S, respectively. For the results on the third line in Table 2 The values computed with the larger active spaces in Table 2 are actually not very much off the values derived from the Ledge XAS spectra of Ir 4+ 5d 5 oxides. 65−67 Although the SOC is substantially lower for 4d ions, the t 2g −e g octahedral crystalfield splitting is also smaller for 4d electrons. This is due to the more compact nature of the 4d orbitals compared to the 5d functions. From CASSCF to MRCI, the t 2g −e g splitting is slightly enhanced 82 and therefore ⟨ ⟩ is somewhat reduced. To restrict the configurational space to the t 2g 5 manifold alone, only the CASSCF ⟨ ⟩ value is given on the first line in Table 2 .
Model Hamiltonian calculations of the dichroic XAS spectra show that fine details such as the integrated intensities at the L 2 and L 3 edges depend on how the hole in the t 2g shell is distributed over the three t 2g components. 66 A lower energy of the xy level yields larger hole density in the xz and yz orbitals in the spin−orbit GS wave function. Our findings for the relative energies of the Rh t 2g orbitals can therefore, in principle, be verified by high-resolution XAS and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements. Optical absorption or resonant inelastic X-ray scattering cannot provide direct evidence for the relative order of the 4d or 5d t 2g levels because of the strong admixture of the three different t 2g components in the spin−orbit wave functions. RhO 4 , and to a smaller extent to the slightly larger Rh t 2g splitting in Ca 3 CoRhO 6 . The Rh t 2g levels are split up in Ca 3 CoRhO 6 as well, in spite of the perfect RhO 6 octahedra.
48 This is again related to anisotropic fields, of trigonal symmetry in Ca 3 CoRhO 6 , 48 generated by the extended surroundings. That the point-group symmetry at the Rh sites is D 3d , lower than O h , is apparent from Figure 3 . It has to do with the quasi-onedimensional structure, 3-fold coordination of O NNs, and 6-fold coordination of neighboring Ca−Ca−... and Rh−Co−... chains.
Similar findings, of finite t 2g splittings, have been reported for Ir 4+ 5d 5 ions with perfect octahedral O cages in the pyrochlore structure. 28 For the trigonal setting in Ca 3 CoRhO 6 , 48 the ab initio results show that the a 1g sublevel is lower in energy than the e g ′ sublevels, 83 by 0.10 eV in MRCI. The sequence that we find in the quantum chemistry calculations for the Rh t 2g states can be, in principle, verified by careful analysis of future XMCD spectra.
A further interesting observation with respect to the data in Table 3 is that, even if the t 2g 5 −t 2g 4 e g 1 couplings are strong, the result of these spin−orbit-mediated interactions on ⟨ ⟩ may be drastically diminished because of the presence of low- Table 4, while ⟨ ⟩ values are collected in Tables 5 and 6 . To compute the data in Tables 5 and 6 , we used eq 2 and a SOC ζ = 0.468 eV corresponding to a hypothetical cubic perovskite, Table 4 ). In Ba 2 IrO 4 , the stretching of the apical bonds is much stronger, with an apical Ir−O bond length of 2.15 Å. 50 For the latter material, this stronger tetragonal distortion finally pulls the xy level above xz and yz; see the lower half of Table 4 , as expected in canonical ligand-field theory.
The ⟨ ⟩ values listed for Sr 2 IrO 4 on the lower lines in Table  5 , ⟨ ⟩ = 1.7/1.8 , are comparable with a result of 2.1 extracted from XAS/XMCD data. 66 At the same level of theory, ⟨ ⟩ is slightly higher in Ba 2 IrO 4 , ⟨ ⟩ = 1.8/1.9 (see Table 6 ), which reproduces the trend found in the XAS/XMCD measurements. 66, 67 The difference between the ⟨ ⟩ GS expectation values in the two compounds mainly comes from the different t 2g −e g energy separation, with t 2g 5 to t 2g 5 e g 1 excitation energies lower by 0.5 eV in Ba 2 IrO 4 (see the captions of Tables 5 and 6 ).
■ CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we investigated the d-level electronic structure of Sr 2 RhO 4 , a prototype 4d-electron oxide, 36,37,40−42 and of the low-dimensional system Ca 3 CoRhO 6 . In particular, we addressed the interplay between local distortions of the O cage and longer-range lattice anisotropy and showed that the latter may actually give rise to, e.g., negative tetragonal-like splittings even for stretched apical metal−oxygen bonds, i.e., positive tetragonal distortions. Such findings are at odds with predictions from basic ligand-field theory for transition-metal complexes. Our results are relevant in connection to, e.g., angleresolved photoemission measurements on Sr 2 RhO 4 that evidence no states of xy symmetry at the Fermi level, 40 but have implications beyond this particular material. A similar interplay has been recently revealed in pyrochlore 5d oxides 28, 29 and points to the high sensitivity of the more extended 4d and 5d functions to how the anisotropic crystalline fields vary along different directions in space.
Also for the isostructural 5d 5 We further analyzed the role of t 2g −e g many-body couplings mediated by spin−orbit interactions and showed that in Sr 2 RhO 4 they give rise to effects such as those evidenced by XAS and XMCD measurements on the 5d 5 Computation of the SOC constants, reduction of ⟨ ⟩ due to distortions in the simplified j eff picture, dependence of the Rh t 2g splittings on details of the embedding scheme, and a table of 
